Kimmel School Awards Ceremony 2014
Student Award Winners

Construction Management
Outstanding Senior
Edward Blake Anderson

Electrical and Computer Engineering Technology
Most Outstanding Student
Jordan Tallent
Trailblazer
Justin Hess

Electrical Engineering
Most Outstanding Student
Brittany Phillips
Trailblazer
Evan Linton

Engineering Technology
Most Outstanding Student
Clark Sechrest
Trailblazer
Della Cagle

Engineering Technology Distance Program
Most Outstanding Student
Nathan Fisher
Most Outstanding Student – Asheville
Ben Mudry
Trailblazer
Melissa Biddix

Master of Science in Technology
Most Outstanding Student - Electrical
Lee Holland
Most Outstanding Student – Mechanical
Theodore Waltz

Scholarship Winners
Carlton & Margaret Couch
Isaias Medina Acevedo
Endowed Scholarship
Adam Cole Gropp
Joshua Thomas Grooms Scholarship
Aaron W. Young
Joe W. Kimmel Scholarship
Garrett Lewis
Robert Mason
Corey Seabock
Stephen & Cathy Edmonds
Carsen Leigh Ann McKeel
Endowed Scholarship
Wesley Dalton Mull
Kimmel School Awards Ceremony 2014
Special Recognition

IEEE Honor Cord Recipients

Nolan Berger
Patrick Casper
Jordan Chaires
Alisha Hayman

Christian Horlebein
Brittany Phillips
Jordan Tallent
Melissa Williams

Tau Alpha Pi New Inductees

Isaias Medina Acevedo
Christopher Daniel Jennings
Crystal Lee Dawn Ondesko

Jacob Bly Rogers
Justin Lee Tallent
Ronald William Thomas

Sigma Lambda Chi New Inductees

Garrett Lewis

Jeffrey Lucas

IEEE SoutheastCon Hardware Competition Team

Robert Bianculli
Adam Gropp
Leroy Harrill

Evan Linton
David Schumerth
Jordan Tallent

National Association of Home Builders Competition Team

Taylor Casey
Chancey Drew
Keith (Carr) Gardiner
Casey Honeycutt
Amber Lawson

Garrett Lewis
Amy Loring
Jordan Pierce
Corey Seabrook
Ethan Ward

Associated General Contractors Competition Team

Joshua Cathey
Theodore DeWitt
Taylor Hall
Michael Marvin

Corey Shull
Mackenzie Sullivan
Graham Thompson